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1 go through each of the three possibilities you

2 outlined.

3          Was it based on Apple's use of the term in

4 that way?

5     A.   There were several terms that we were using

6 to describe digital books at that time:  "Digital

7 books," "E-books," "iBooks" in this isolated case.

8 They were sort of interchangeable at the time.  And

9 we subsequently clarified exactly what each of those

10 terms mean and how we should use them.

11     Q.   Was the use of that term to signify

12 electronic books in those survey questions based on

13 your group's use of the term that way?

14     A.   No.

15     Q.   Was the use of the word "iBooks" to signify

16 electronic books in those survey questions based on

17 your own personal use of the term that way?

18     A.   I used a variety of different terms to

19 describe digital books, and in this particular

20 survey, we were -- "iBooks" was the term that we

21 used.

22     Q.   You've described it as an isolated

23 instance, when "iBooks" was used to refer to

24 electronic downloaded books in reference to the

25 survey questions reflected in the survey report.
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1          You were aware of other times when Apple

2 employees used the word "iBook" to refer to

3 downloaded electronic books; right?

4          MS. RAY:  Objection.

5          THE WITNESS:  No.  Not externally, no.

6          BY MR. CHATTORAJ:

7     Q.   What do you mean when you say "not

8 externally"?

9     A.   As I mentioned, there were several terms

10 that could have been used to refer to digital books,

11 and I'm not aware of any external communications to

12 customers that used that term to -- to describe

13 digital books.

14     Q.   Are you aware of instances in which Apple

15 employees used the word "iBook" to refer to an

16 electronic downloaded book internally within Apple?

17     A.   There were several terms that we were using

18 to refer to digital books.  "iBooks" was one of

19 them.

20     Q.   Did you yourself use the word "iBooks" in

21 that way in internal discussions at Apple?

22     A.   I don't remember outside of this survey.

23     Q.   Have you ever done any market research on

24 the question of how important the availability of

25 the iBooks software application is to sales of the


